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The sessions began with some examples of projects: 
 
A teacher mentioned that Oradea was on the zero meridian in 15th century and this is 
now forgotten. She organised a course and some activities in astronomy in Oradea. 
She wanted to explain to the participants that this kind of project links astronomy and 
culture. 
 
Another teacher said that she had measured craters in the Moon with telescope. At 
full Moon she measured the time for the full Moon diameter to pass across the field of 
view of her telescope. She made these observations and activities with her students. 
 
Another participant is a member of Urania Association in Bucharest. He said that they 
are an amateur astronomy club. Urania makes observations and organises activities for 
high school students and parents: eclipses, astronomy days, festivals and many other 
activities. 
 
Another teacher explained that her school decides the curriculum on astronomy (1 
teaching hour per week). Her students are involved with ESA and they participated in 
the World Space Week, Cassini Huygens Mission Contest for secondary school 
students. They wrote some papers about different subjects (space velocity, parallax 
measurements and some others). They were happy using Smartphones to study 
astronomy as found on international web sites. 
 
Another participant described some experiences in astronomy activities with children 
using international sites. She cooperates with Sibiu University on astronomy projects 
and also in astrophysics in cooperation with Astronomy clubs in Sibiu. She is editing an 
astronomy on-line magazine with her children. She loves practical activities in the 
NASE course and lectures are very interesting. She said, “Thank you very much for the 
course”.  
 
Another teacher mentions a short summary of her curriculum. She has organised a lot 
of public events to promote science, a lot of them on astronomy from 2004:  

 During IYA 2009 she organised a “Carnival of Astronomy” in her school 

 A contest to launch water rockets 

 During Transit of Venus a contest on poster experiments, power-point 
presentations and other activities 

 World space week activities in the centre of the city of Cluj-Napoca and 
promotion of public observations 

 A contest named “Astronomicus” for 8 years for primary and secondary school 
students  and a francophone contest for high school students 

 A lot of visits to observatories and mobile planetariums 

 Participation in the Botanic Garden in Cluj to install a sundial 



 Involve many schools in the “Science on Stage” national event. Around 30 
schools participated in these events. 
After the summary of her activities she said, “Thank you very much for NASE course”. 
She learnt a lot of things in the course and she will use in all the sets of activities that 
she prepares.  
 
Opinions about the course and possibility to into astronomy in curriculum: 
 
A teacher says we learn a lot: simple experiments teaching in a pleasant way. Thank 
you. 
 
Another teacher tells us. This is my first astronomy lesson. I learned a lot of interesting 
activities and that I can use with my students. 
 
I am biology teacher. I was in “Science on Stage” and this is my first time in an 
astronomy course. With my colleagues from my school I participate in several 
interdisciplinary projects. I take a lot of practical ideas for projects. I will use what a 
learned in this course for future projects. 
 
Another participant summarise the situation of astronomy in Romanian schools:  
There are no compulsory classes in the core curriculum. We have astronomy as a 
school based curriculum in a certain number of schools. In order to have an astronomy 
subject in a school there is a process. If a teacher presents a proposal and if this project 
is accepted it is possible to have a hour per week of astronomy, but the course is only 
accepted depending on the results of the school. There is a national calendar and steps 
to be followed by schools. The final decision belongs to the school’s board 
(administrative board) after the scientific and methodological content of syllabus is 
validated by school’s inspectors. There are, unfortunately, few cases where there are, 
at least, a teacher hour per week, for example Cluj department there are 
approximately 30 astronomy courses. Students love astronomy a lot. 
 
A participant mentioned that Romania has astronomy good results in International 
Olympiads. But at the university level there are only a few semesters of astronomy.  
After secondary school courses, young students have to go to foreign countries such as 
Chile, South Africa, Spain, New Zeeland... After this students do not came back to 
Romania because they cannot get work in astronomy in the universities. 
 
This NASE course helps to motivate more and more teachers and students but this is 
need for a university plan to give help to get a greater number of students interested. 
 
Participants are very happy to be involved in NASE course and they are interested to 
continue in touch with NASE local working group. Rosa M. Ros announced that she will 
email all of them in order to cooperate in the NASE group by means of producing 
complementary materials for the NASE website and send reports of the activities using 
NASE materials in schools and public events. Participants thanked NASE for putting on 
the website the full contents of the course translated into Romanian (lectures, 



workshops and power points) in order to give facilities to teachers to use NASE 
materials in their classes. 


